INTRODUCTION
Multicellular organisms needed a continuous source of additional cell masses with high biosynthetic and morphogenetic potential as a material for progressive evolution, especially in the line DeuterostomiaChordata -Vertebrata. The problem of the origin of such cell masses has not been resolved. It is clear that stem cells should participate in this process, but adult and embryonic stem cells are regulated by functional feedback loops and cannot provide considerable amounts of excessive cells. Physiological proliferative processes existing in normal organisms could not provide sizeable extra cell masses because such proliferative processes are functional and are regulated with feedback loops.
On the other hand, tumors and tumor stem cells are not (or less) regulated and potentially could provide the evolving multicellular organisms with unlimited amounts of extra cells with high biosynthetic and morphogenetic potential.
The hypothesis of evolution by tumor neofunctionalization (below I will call it "the main hypothesis")
The Role of Heritable Tumors in Evolution of Development: a New Theory of Carcino-evo-devo REVIEWS In theory of progressive evolution, the main hypothesis explains the nature of transitional forms, and the origins of complexity. It explains the possible mechanism of the origin of major morphological novelties such as evolutionarily new organs and complex evolutionary innovations such as the adaptive immune system.
In evo-devo, the main hypothesis explicates the possible way to overcome developmental constraints, and the mechanism of developmental plasticity in progressive evolution. It also suggests the neoplastic mode of evolution of ontogenesis.
In developmental biology, this hypothesis offers an explanation for the convergence of embryonic and neoplastic signaling pathways.
In the theory of cell types origin, it explains the source of extra cells for a new cell type, the origin of neural crest determined cell types, and the origin of feedback loops regulating the new cell types. The role of oncogenes, tumor suppressor genes, and novel genes and gene combinations in the origin of new cell types is also explained.
In the theory of gene origin and genome evolution, it offers an explanation for the source of extra cells where the evolutionarily novel genes determining the morphological novelties and evolutionary innovations are expressed.
In oncology, it construes the evolutionary role of tumors and cellular oncogenes, phenomena of cancer/testis antigens and carcinoembryonic antigens, etc.
In immunology, the main hypothesis explains several aspects of the origin of the adaptive immune system.
Non-trivial explanations offered by the main hypothesis were well accepted by representatives of The explanations being most important for the present paper are those of the problem of transitional forms in progressive evolution, the mechanisms of overpassing the developmental constraints, and the origins of complexity and major evolutionary innovations and morphological novelties. I will now examine them in more detail.
TUMOR-BEARING ORGANISMS AS TRANSITIONAL FORMS IN PROGRESSIVE EVOLUTION
According to the main hypothesis, tumor-bearing organisms with hereditary tumors could represent relatively unstable transitional forms that linked phyla with different levels of complexity (Fig. 2) . Their stabilization was achieved through the expression of novel genes and gene combinations, and the origin of new functions and functional regulatory feedbacks. As we know from physics, the unstable elementary particles (or some unstable transuranium elements) are difficult to observe. In chemistry, the unstable highly reactive transitionary molecules are difficult to observe as well. Similarly, it is difficult to find tumor-like transitionary structures in paleontological records. A.N. Severtsov has already pointed out that this is because periods of complexity growth were rare and of short-duration [4] . I would add that transitional populations of tumor-bearing organisms could be small, and tumors were soft and not well preserved.
The examples of transitional populations of tumor-bearers are tumor-bearing voles and Xiphophorus fishes with melanomas which were discussed in my book [1] . During certain periods of phylogenesis, differentiation of tumor cells in different organisms of these populations could be frequent enough to result in populations of organisms with a new cell type. The organisms with the new cell type would then be selected for their fitness and competitive abilities. Examples of such selection were discussed in the book [1] . New cell types could participate in the formation of new tissues and organs.
TUMORS AS THE GENERAL MECHANISM TO OVERCOME DEVELOPMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
Developmental constraints are defined as limitations on phenotypic variability caused by structural and other features of the developmental system [5] . Restraints on variant phenotype production include physical, morphological, genetic and phyletic constraints [6, 7] . Developmental constraints seriously restrict evolutionary changes in animals [8] . The body plan at certain stages is so embedded in the organism's development that any modification may be lethal [9] .
But despite the existence of developmental constraints, morphological novelties have been realized in progressive evolution. The mechanisms through which such transitions happen are not completely understood. The existing hypotheses, e.g. the hypothesis of facilitated variation [10] , do not explain how it happened.
My main hypothesis explains that tumors may represent a general way to overcome the developmental constraints in evolutionary perspective, although tumors are connected with present-day pathological conditions. The concept of tumors as engines that search for all possible molecular combinations and innovations by cancellation of major restraints and incompatibilities, formulated in my book [1] , helps to understand the possible mechanisms of overpassing the developmental constraints.
Tumors as search engines work in the space of possibilities that have not realized themselves yet. The concept of possibility space is being developed in scientific literature [11] [12] [13] . The concepts of morphological, phenotypic and genotype space were also used [5, 7] . The "tumors as a search engine" idea gravitates towards the chaos theory and the complexity theory, which looks for the source of complexity in evolution [14, 15] .
The molecular basis of search engine is the global hypomethylation of DNA (discussed in the book), increased global transcription activity [16] , and dysregulated transcriptional programs ("transcriptional addiction" [17] ) in tumor cells. Gene competition and antagonistic relations between the genes [18, 19] may change significantly in tumor cells due to additional space and resources there. As a result, many unusual genes not expressed in normal cells, including evolutionarily novel genes, are expressed in tumors [2] . Thus, developmental constraints and the compatibility/incompatibility issues are completely or partially abandoned, and unrealized developmental potential is fulfilled.
For morphological innovations, not only novel genes and gene combinations are necessary, but also additional cell masses. According to the main hypothesis, valuable coincidences of unusual gene expression and cell proliferation, which may incidentally happen in tumors, are frozen by natural selection ("frozen accidents" discussed in the book [1] ), and lead to the origin of morphological novelties.
Thus, tumors may represent a general mechanism of evolvability of complex organisms and/or developmental plasticity in evolution (see [10, 20] for evolvability and [21, 22] for developmental plasticity). In particular, tumors may facilitate new combinations of "core components" of J. Gerhart and M. Kirschner [10] , and/ or core regulatory genes of G. Wagner [23] , as well as expression of evolutionarily novel genes. On the contra-REVIEWS ry, anti-cancer selection may be the source of developmental and evolutionary constraints [24] .
TUMORS AND THE ORIGIN OF NEW CELL TYPES
The number of cell types in Metazoa increased during evolution and may be a measure of their complexity [19, 25] . That is why scientists were looking for the mechanisms of the origin and evolution of new cell types.
The main hypothesis suggests that evolutionarily novel genes and gene combinations are expressed in tumor cells and give rise to a new function and a new regulatory feedback loop. The new function is selected for its enhancement, which also enhances the regulatory feedback. This leads to differentiation of tumor cells in the novel direction and the origin of a new cell type. The new cell type is inherited due to the mechanisms similar to those in preexisting cell type (see discussion in the book [1] ). The evolutionary role of cellular oncogenes might consist in sus taining a definite level of autonomous proliferative processes in evolving populations of multicellular organisms and in promoting the expression of evolutionarily new genes. After the origin of a new cell type, the corresponding oncogene should have turned into a cell type-specific regulator of cell division and gene expression [26, 27] . Non-trivial predictions that follow from such a scenario were confirmed in my lab and discussed in the previous paper [3] .
The "sister-cell-type model" suggests that novel cell types arise as pairs (sister cell types) from an ancestral cell type by sub-specialization at the last stages of differentiation [28] . This hypothesis works best in the case of terminally differentiated cells but has difficulties in explaining developmental cell types like neural crest-derived cells [23] . In later publication, the authors formulated the "serial sister cell type" hypothesis: "It is now well established that early animal evolution involved the repeated subdivision of the animal body into distinct regions. We propose that these regionalization events also led to the duplication and subsequent diversification of at least one of the cell types that populated that region. This process produced an iterated series of topographically separate sister cell types that we refer to as serial sister cell types. It is plausible that these cell type duplication events also led to the evolution of serial sister stem cells, as virtually all animal cell types co-occurring in one region develop from asymmetrically dividing, multipotent stem cell-like cells" [29] . This hypothesis may also be called "evolution by cell type duplication". It does not contradict my main hypothesis but even converges with it. The pre-existing cell type is under control of natural selection. It is also under regulatory control in the organism. The duplication of a cell type means the origin of extra cells, which escape selection and regulatory control, like in case of gene duplication. The uncontrolled extra cell mass is a neoplasm by definition, which brings the serial sister cell type hypothesis close to the hypothesis of evolution by tumor neofunctionalization.
In tumors, the combination of genes expressed in unrelated or distantly related cell types may be transcribed. In this case, the new cell type will not be in hierarchical relationships predicted by sister-cell-type model. The origin of many cell types from neural crest may be explained in this way. Evolutionarily novel genes expressed in tumors may become targets for core regulatory genes (see Core Regulatory Complex, CRC, [23] ) of pre-existing cell types. In such cases, the hierarchical relationship may be conserved. The mammary gland, an evolutionarily novel organ, may represent a neomorphic hybrid, a mosaic organ whose evolution involved the incorporation of characteristics already encoded in the genome but expressed differently by separate populations of skin glands [30] . The mammary gland coopted signaling pathways and genes for secretory products from earlier integumentary structures [31, 32] . The ancestral tumor could be a mechanism for expression of evolutionarily novel gene combinations in breast tissue, as discussed above. A recent study of evolutionarily novel genes in placental mammals also discovered several novel genes expressed in breast tissue [33] .
TUMORS AND THE ORIGIN OF MAJOR EVOLUTIONARY MORPHOLOGICAL NOVELTIES AND COMPLEX EVOLUTIONARY INNOVATIONS
The adaptive immune system (AIS) originated in jawed fishes and represents a major innovation in evolution of complexity [34] . Two macroevolutionary events -the invasion of the RAG transposon and two whole-genome duplications (WGDs) -are believed to determine the relatively rapid ("big bang") emergence of the AIS in jawed vertebrates [35] . But the origin of clonal expansion and clonal selection of lymphocytes, as well as of different immune cell types and organs, is hard to imagine with only the RAG transposon and WGDs hypotheses. The AIS requires large populations of cells for clonal selection and clonal expansion, and these populations of cells could be provided by an-cestral tumors. The computer-like search in ancestral tumors for all possible combinations of molecular and cellular events -the search engine -could be a mechanism of the origin of such complicated evolutionary innovation as AIS, with its combinatorial joining of V, D and J elements.
The number of potential Ig/TCR V region is huge, far exceeding the number of available lymphocytes. The expressed repertoire was studied by variety of methods. The conclusion is that the antibody diversity in nonmammalian vertebrates is low, as opposed to mammals, which make the most of this potential [36, 37] .
In frogs, the organization and usage of Ig gene loci is similar to that in mammals, but the diversity of antibodies is much smaller, several orders of magnitude less than in mammals. This is due to major difference in cell number and lymphoid organ architecture. There are few cells in the differentiating immune system of frogs, not enough to realize the potential diversity of the V H locus. Tadpoles have less efficient immune response, i.e. skin graft rejection, and lower Ig and TCR diversity. Simpler organization of the lymphoid frog organs, without lymph nodes or germinal centers, results in poor affinity maturation [36] [37] [38] [39] .
Thus, cell number limitation represented a serious restriction for the evolution of AIS. Coevolution of lymphoid cell compartment with Ig gene loci might involve tumors. Tumors might provide not only combinatorial possibilities, but also the additional cells necessary for clonal expansion and selection, and for building the structure of lymphoid organs. Indeed, true lymphoid tumors have been discovered in frogs [40, 41] .
Without tumors, the origin of such combinatorial innovations as mammary gland and AIS is not possible, because of developmental constraints in established organs and ontogenies.
According to the main hypothesis, the origin of a major evolutionary morphological novelty or complex evolutionary innovation cannot happen by saltatory manner, because it needs the coincidence of too many independent events at different levels of organization. The mechanism for saltatory origin of complex structures does not exist. That is why the unstable transitionary state with search engine capabilities -the tumor -is necessary.
TUMOR-LIKE PROPERTIES OF EVOLUTIONARILY NEW ORGANS AS AN INDICATION OF THEIR ORIGIN FROM TUMORS
Parallels between the normal and neoplastic development result in solid tumors with many features of normal organs (atypical tumor organs, [42] ), on one side, and some normal organs with features of tumors, on the other side.
Normal organs that have features of tumors may be called tumor-like organs. In my book [1] , I examined such tumor-like organ, the placenta. Many tumor-like features of placenta were reviewed, and relation of its origin to recurrent germline retrovirus infection was analyzed. The conclusion was drawn that the placenta may be considered a regulated tumor-like organ. After publication of the book, several reviews have been published that basically confirm this point of view [43] [44] [45] . Thus, the placenta is a tumor-like organ, first identified in the literature as such.
The developing mammary gland demonstrates many of the properties associated with tumors, e.g. invasion.
Terminal end buds (TEBs), a rapidly proliferating mass of epithelial cells, invades into stromal tissue much like a solid tumor [46] . The mammary gland is an evolutionarily young organ. The evolutionary novelty of the mammary gland may be a reason for higher incidence of breast cancer as compared to cancer incidences in evolutionarily older organs [47] .
Like the mammary gland, the prostate gland demonstrates correlation of evolutionary novelty with the highest incidence of cancer [47] . Genes differentially expressed in prostate cancer progression overlap with the genes expressed at the earliest stages of prostate development [48] . This indicates the tumor-like nature of the prostate gland.
The common features of tumor-like organs (placenta, mammary gland and prostate) is the presence of the regulated invasion stage in their organogenesis, and the young evolutionary age of these organs. The mammary gland and prostate also demonstrate the highest incidence of cancer. The main hypothesis suggests that atypical tumor organs can give rise to normal organs in evolution, with tumor-like organs as transitional phase.
TUMORS AND THE GROWTH OF COMPLEXITY
According to the main hypothesis, tumors may be not a consequence, but a prerequisite of the growth of complexity, by providing the building material -extra cells -for expression of evolutionarily novel genes and gene combinations. As it is evident from the above discussion of the origin and evolution of the adaptive immune system (AIS), the access to additional cells necessary for this evolution was not a trivial problem, e.g. for amphibians with their available cell types and stem cells. This problem was resolved in the line AmphibiaMammalia, with the help of hereditary tumors and tumor stem cells, as suggested by the main hypothesis. With the origin of new functions, atypical tumor-like organs could be stabilized by functional feedbacks, accumulate larger proportion of cells differentiated in new directions and become new organs. The origin of complex organs such as the mammary gland and com-REVIEWS plex systems such as the AIS may be explained with the help of the "tumors as a search engine" concept discussed above: tumors search for unrealized possibilities in the gene expression possibility space and in the morphological possibility space. Thus, the "tumors as a search engine" concept suggests that chaotic neoplastic development may be a source of complexity in evolution, similarly to suggestion of the dynamical systems theory [14, 15] .
TUMORS AND EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT
Normal embryonic development and tumorigenesis have many common features, e.g. invasiveness and cell migration, expression of certain genes and signaling pathways, epithelial-mesenchymal transition, etc.
These commonalities are usually explained by re-activation or deregulation of embryonic signaling pathways in tumors [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . On the other hand, many signaling pathways connected with normal development were first discovered as protooncogenes and tumor-suppressor genes. The terminology of "convergence" of embryonic and tumor signaling pathways is also used (e.g. [53] ).
Common features of embryonic development and tumorigenesis are described by several recognized theories. The "embryonal rest" or "embryonic remnants" theory of cancer, formulated over a hundred years ago, suggested that tumors may originate from embryonic cells [54, 55] . This theory was finally proved last year by the results of single-cell transcriptome analysis: the transcriptomes of childhood Wilms tumor cells matched to those of specific fetal cell types [56] .
The loss of differentiated functions (e.g. due to mutations) causes tumors. On the other hand, tumor cells can differentiate with the loss of malignancy. This and similar evidence constituted the basis of the differentiation theory of cancer. The more recent stem cell theory of cancer interconnects cancer, cell differentiation, and embryonic development.
The similarities between normal development and tumorigenesis suggest that tumors could participate in the evolution of ontogenesis and in the origin of new cell types, tissues and organs. If true, it explains all the above similarities.
TUMORS AND EVO-DEVO
A.N. Severtsov defined the following major ways of the evolution of ontogenesis, or modes of phylembryogenesis, as he called them: archallaxis (the change in original anlages), when changes were introduced at the earliest stages of organ embryonic development, or de novo formation of evolutionarily new organ occurred; deviation, when the changes were introduced in the intermediary stages of organ embryogenesis; and anaboly, when changes were added at terminal stages of organ ontogenesis, i.e. addition of final stages of morphogenesis [57] [58] [59] (see also [60] for review].
From the discussion above it is evident that evolutionarily novel tumor-like organs (placenta, mammary gland, and prostate) represent examples of true archallaxis. The neural crest with its tumor-like cells, recapitulating those of prototype tumor-like formations in early vertebrates [1] , may be another example of archallaxis (some researchers consider the neural crest to be a fourth germ layer [61] ). Thus, tumors may be a mechanism of the origin of phylogenetically new formations. A.N. Severtsov wrote that unregulated embryonic changes at the earliest stages of organ development produce material for archallaxis, and archallaxis is the most rapid mode of evolution of development [59] . This agrees with the main hypothesis. It is interesting that A.N. Severtsov used the term "new formations," like oncologists did, and claimed that phylogenetic new formations originated by the archallaxis mode.
The origin of the neocortex in humans, related to tumor-like processes as discussed in my book [1] , may be connected to deviation and/or anaboly modes. An interesting example of deviation was discussed by A.N. Severtsov in his classical "Morphological Laws of Evolution" [59] : the evolution of nasal pits in Osteichthyes. In Belone acus, there is a serious deviation in development of its olfactory pit, which consists in formation of the large mushroom-like outgrowth at the bottom of the pit. The development of this outgrowth resembles tumor growth.
Embryonic, fetal, infantile, and adult tumors, the possible candidates for playing a role in evolution, could participate in evolution of ontogenesis at its different stages. This assumption predicts recapitulations 
CARCINO-EVO-DEVO, A NEW THEORY OF EVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY
A broad spectrum of non-trivial explanations and non-trivial predictions in different fields of biology, suggested by the main hypothesis, is an indication of its fundamental nature and the potential to become a new biological theory, a theory of the role of hereditary tumors in evolution of development, or carcino-evo-devo. Evidently, this abbreviation stems from two other abbreviations -carcinoembryonic and evo-devo -related to two big areas or research that have brought to formulation of the main hypothesis.
The interrelationships between the processes of progressive evolution, normal and neoplastic development may be presented as a diagram (Fig. 3) . This diagram represents the relationships between normal ontogenesis and neoplastic development (devo ↔ carcino); participation of hereditary tumors in progressive evolution (carcino → evo); and generation of more complex ontogenies in the course of progressive evolution (evo → devo). This diagram shows that normal ontogenies do not directly participate in progressive evolution (i.e., the lack of devo → evo arrow), and evolution can influence neoplastic development (e.g. anti-cancer selection, dashed arrow between evo and carcino).
According to the carcino-evo-devo theory, tumor-bearing organisms participate in progressive evolution that generates new more complex ontogenies. In  Fig. 4 , four carcino-evo-devo diagrams show successive steps in progressive evolution of ontogenesis leading to the origin of different morphological novelties and complex evolutionary innovations, with participation of tumors.
The carcino-evo-devo diagram reminds the central dogma of molecular biology not only in its outward appearance. Like the central dogma, it contains a fundamental prohibition: a prohibition of saltatory origin of complex evolutionary innovations and morphological novelties directly from normal ontogenies. As I wrote above, the mechanisms of saltatory origin of complex structures do not exist. The carcino-evo-devo theory demands the necessity of transitionary intermediates with search engine capabilities, which I think are tumor-bearing organisms (carcino). I hope that the carcino-evo-devo diagram will cause discussion on what the transitionary intermediates should be, and on the number of arrows and their possible directions.
Thus, a new theory of the possible role of hereditary tumors in evolution -carcino-evo-devo -is being developed. This theory possesses a predictive power, explains many previously unexplained biological phenomena, accommodates a large amount of data, and has a potential of unifying several existing biological theories. It may become a new theory of evolutionary developmental biology. 
